User manual

Introduction
Thank you for choosing our Bluetooth bracelet. Firstly, please read the manual carefully to ensure best use and not damage the device. Do not change the parts and do not disassemble and assemble, and do not guarantee the functions.

Package: bracelet, USB charger, clip, charger, manual

Functions:
- Vibrates when call comes
- Call ID
- Prevent mobile loss
- Clock

User guide
1. Sketch map (Picture 1)

2. Charge
- Bracelet build-in rechargeable lithium polymer battery, please charge 3 hours before first use.
- USB charge clip one port connect to USB charger port, clip connect with bracelet charger points, LED screen will show charging sign.

3. Turn on/off
- Push button B 3s to turn on/off the bracelet.
- Screen show “power on” when turn on the bracelet.
- Screen show “power off” when turn off the bracelet.

4. Pairing
- Need to pair bracelet with mobile when use the bracelet first time.
- Push the button B 3s when bracelet is turn off, screen show “Pairing”.
- Turn on the mobile Bluetooth.
- Open the mobile Bluetooth search device function.
- Mobile will findout “bracelet”, choose this device and confirm connecting.
- Mobile ask pairing code, put into code “0000” to connect.
- Mobile ask confirmation, Push “OK” to connect.
- Bracelet screen show “paired” mean connect successful, bracelet will vibrate one time indicate pairing success.

5. Time adjust
- Push button A 3s to set up time when bracelet turn on.
- Screen show hour Flash, push button B to set up right time.
- Short push button A to minute Flash, push button B
to set up right time.
- After finish setting up minute, Push button A to finish time adjusting.
- Push any buttons to light screen show clock time.

6. Vibrate when call come and show caller’s ID
- Bracelet will vibrate continuous when mobile have call coming.
- Bracelet will show caller ID
- Vibrate will stop when use mobile take the call. Or reject the call.
- User can push the button B 3 times to reject the call.

7. Prevent mobile lose
- Bracelet will vibrate when the distance is more than 10m between the mobile with bracelet.
- The distance will be near on somewhere.
- Push any buttons to stop vibrate.

8. Disconnect and connect
- Bracelet will vibrate 3 times disconnect with mobile, interval time is 3s, and will connect with mobile initiative.

9. Bracelet reset
- User can charge the bracelet to reset when screen can’t not light, disconnect with mobile, etc.
- User can keep the back of hand up, keep the opening of bracelet forward to the side of hand. (Picture 2)
- Slide the bracelet to right place of hand. (Picture 3)

10. Service
- Warranty time is 1 year.
- Specification
  Bluetooth Version: V2.1
  Voltage: 3.0V-4.2V
  Current: 45mA
  Frequency: 2.4GHz
- Voltage: 5.7V
- Output current: 600mA

Safety guide:
- Don’t clean the bracelet with corrosiveness solvent.
- Don’t keep the bracelet in high temperature place.
- Don’t keep the bracelet in wet place.
- Don’t dissassemble and assemble.
- Charge the bracelet with right way.
- Don’t put the bracelet into water.